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The DiaryThe DiaryThe DiaryThe Diary    
 
Synopsis – 1 Line 

 

A vacationing couple is forced to fight for their lives against an evil force hungry 
for human flesh.  

 

Synopsis – 3 Line 
 

Looking forward to a weekend retreat, a young couple heads to an isolated cabin 
in the woods, but there is an evil in the forest that awaits them. 

Within the pages of a diary, their terrifying tale is written… 

 

Synopsis - Short  (100 word) 
 

Looking forward to a weekend retreat, Jonathan (a young writer) and his wife, 
Heather, head to an isolated rental cabin deep in the Oregon Woods. But there 
is an evil in the forest that awaits them, and what was to be a relaxing vacation 
quickly turns into a horrific nightmare as they fight for their very survival against 
a merciless evil force hungry only for human flesh.  

 

Within the pages of a diary their terrifying tale is written, but is this chilling tale 
an account of a nightmare once lived, or an omen of events yet to come?  
 

Synopsis - Long  (150 word) 
 

A couple of local handymen are hired to perform repair work an old, secluded 

cabin deep in the neighboring woods. As they begin their duties, one of them 
comes across a diary and becomes distracted by the tale left within it; a horrific 
tale of how one couple search for a secluded weekend retreat suddenly turned 
into a desperate struggle to escape the merciless evil force that awaited them; 
an evil force hungry only for human flesh.  
 

As the story intensifies, the handyman is completely consumed by the tale.  Why 
is this happening?  What will become of them both?  Can one man's love for his 

wife give him enough strength to save them both from certain death? 

 

Within the pages of a diary their terrifying tale was written, but was this chilling 
tale an account of a nightmare once lived, or is it an omen of events yet to 

come? 
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Statement from the director – David Covarrubias 

 

When I first read the story’s synopsis, The Diary appeared to be a story too 
often explored; An isolated cabin in the woods...  An unsuspecting 
couple...zombies... 
I was drawn to this project because despite the fact that at first glance, it 
seemed to be simply another homage to the now classic EVIL DEAD films, the 
story actually went much deeper than that.  I felt an immediate connection with 
it during that first reading, in fact, many of the unique characteristics about this 
film including the film's eerie ambiance and score where pretty much defined in 
my mind during that initial reading.   
 

The concept of flesh eating zombies has always intrigued me.  I have always 
believed that zombies are the movie monsters that put us the most in touch 

with our deepest fear… the fear of death itself.  While still alive, our mental and 
physical existences work as one.  Few things are scarier than to imagine our 
own bodies after death when the process of decomposition has started.  In fact, 
if there is one thing scarier than death, it is the thought of your inner being not 
leaving your lifeless body, but rather having to remain within that rotting corpse;   
To have to feel maggots crawling under your foul, decomposing flesh.  Thoughts 
like these are what truly scare me.  I think this is why I chose to address these 
fears through this film.  I believe in many ways it is the same reason that many 
moviegoers are drawn towards zombie films and the horror genre in general. 
 

Picking a project to be my first time effort as a filmmaker was not an easy task.  
The decision to make The Diary, involved many factors besides feeling a 
connection with the story.  The project asked for a small cast, which was great 
because it allowed for a very focused intimate atmosphere between cast 
members and me.  The other great benefit was the fact that the entire film took 
place in a single remote location.  This allowed me to do extensive scouting and 
find an ideal cabin and still stay within our very limited budget.  The fact that the 
location was isolated made it easier to work and not have to deal with outside 

interference or unhappy neighbors.  
 

Because this first time effort was completely self-funded, I decided to take the 

opportunity to try my hand at not just directing and producing, but also at the 
other aspects of filmmaking including editing, color correcting, & sound design.  I 
believe in letting people do what they do best, but at the same time, I believe one 
needs at least a working knowledge of each part of the process in order to be 
able to adequately communicate ideas during the various parts of the 
filmmaking process.  The Diary allowed me the hands on experience that I felt I 
needed to talk to my future editors, sound designers, composers, etc. 
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David Covarrubias 
Director/Producer 

David Covarrubias' involvement in filmmaking came to be through 
his long time passion for mechanical animation. His skills in robotics 

and mechanical design became a doorway into special effects. 
Within 3 years after entering the fx industry as an animatronic 
designer, David was doing animatronic work for such films as THE 
LOST WORLD, INSPECTOR GADGET, INSTINCT, and THE RELIC as 

well as animatronic creatures for commercials such as Louie the 

BUDWEISER LIZARD.  Through his work as a mechanical designer, 
David was introduced to filmmaking and quickly discovered his 
passion for many other aspects of it. David began to practice other 
aspects of special effects such as sculpture, painting, and 
animation.  After joining the Screen Actor's Guild as a puppeteer 
and spending countless hours on set puppeteering animatronic 
characters, David began to discover an even greater passion for 
filmmaking and the ability to tell his own stories and explore his 
thoughts, emotions, fears, and passions through this multifaceted 
art form.  He founded CAMmotion Pictures and quickly began work 
as director and producer on his first short film 'THE DIARY'. 

David Covarrubias lives in Moorpark, CA with his wife and two 
children. 

 

Foster V. Corder 
Director of Photography 

Foster Corder lays claim to many "firsts" in his long and successful 
career as an awarding winning photographer, filmmaker and 

entertainment executive.   Concurrently, Corder began a professional 
relationship with the legendary NBA star, Wilt Chamberlain that 
would last until Chamberlain's death. Foster co-produced and 
directed the documentary, "The Amazing Feats of Wilt Chamberlain 

and served as a consultant on hundreds of projects involving "The 
Stilt." Always on the cutting edge, Corder recently completed 
postproduction on "Yo Alien" a Digital feature film, which he wrote, 
produced, photographed and directed. Presently acting as Producer, 

DP or Gaffer, on 8 features and 15 short films in the last two years. 
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Chris Hanson 
Special Effects Supervisor 

Chris Hanson started making masks for his short horror films at 
age 14, inspired by famous artists like Rick Baker and others like 

him.  10 years ago Chris left his job making medical prosthetics in 
Utah for Hollywood, to pursue a career in monster make-up. He 
very quickly found work in the industry, while at the same time 
meeting other artists during his first few months in LA including 
David Covarrubias! They worked at the bottom of their profession, 
learning how it’s done, and seeing what could be done better.  
Over the course of those ten years , Chris has had his work 
featured in many of Hollywood’s biggest blockbusters, having 
worked on over 40 motion pictures including Men in Black 1 and 
2, X-files the motion picture, The Green Mile, Boogie Nights, Lost 
Highway, the Man Who Wasn’t There, & 6 feet under, to name 
just a few.  Chris recently had the opportunity to work for his idol 
Rick Baker and his work can be in the films ‘Hellboy’ starring Ron 
Perlman and the werewolf film ‘Cursed’ with Christina Ricci.  A 

decade after meeting David Covarrubias, the two have combined 
forces to make David’s first film ‘The Diary’, one he hopes is just 

the first in a series that will transform their careers into 

filmmakers who feature their ‘monstrous’ talents to bring both 
careers to a full circle! 

Stephen Leclerc 
Writer 

Stephen Leclerc is the author of over a dozen short stories and 
screenplays. His fiction has appeared in the CARNIVAL/CIRCUS 
anthology by Lone Wolf Publications, as well as the monthly 
Canadian digest magazine, THIRTEEN STORIES. He is currently at 
work on his first feature-length screenplay, entitled Haven's 
Ridge. Stephen lives in Burlington, Ontario, with his wife Diane.  

His website is: www.stephenleclerc.com 
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John J. Zacchino 
Actor – “Jonathan” 

John has appeared in many independent films. Credits include 

Chase Cut Short, Bullfights, Kings & Desperate Men and Clipped 
Wings. Television credits include Days of Our Lives and General 
Hospital. He has also appeared in numerous theatrical 
productions around the country, including 
Little Shop of Horrors, All's Well That Ends Well, Into the Woods, 

Picnic, and Cabaret, among others. 

John has a B.A. in drama from Fordham University at Lincoln 
Center, NYC. He continued his studies at Michael Howard 

Studios, NYC before coming to Los Angeles. He lives in North 

Hollywood with his wife, Robin. 

Rachel Oliva 
Actor – “Heather” 

Rachel performed off-Broadway the part of Rachel in Inherit the 
Wind at The Mazer Theatre in New York. Other NY stage 
credits include Alma in Summer & Smoke, Juliet / Lady Ann / 
Viola in A Celebration of Shakespeare, Barbara in Together 
Again (original work), and Jane Davenant in Judith’s Story 
(original work). Stage credits elsewhere include: Maggie in Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof, Gwendolen in The Importance of Being 
Earnest, Audrey in As You Like It, and Nancy in Hard Times 
Come Again No More (original work). She is currently acting in 
Love’s Fire at The Antaeus Company. She has studied at The 
Actors Studio MFA Program in NY, The Royal National Theatre 
in London, Antaeus Academy in L.A. & Augsburg College in 
Minneapolis where she received her BFA in Theatre. Rachel has 
acted in several independent films but maintains her passion for 
the stage.  
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Scott St. Blaze 
Actor – “Billy” 

Intense and unconventional are the words that come to mind in 

regards to Scott, both on screen and off. However, when the 
obvious comparisons between his style and sensibilities and that 
of James Dean or Montgomery Clift were made, Scott only 
scoffed and told us "any similarities are purely coincidental, I have 
enough of my own past to draw from and don't need to copy 
anyone",  After learning some of his back ground we believe him 
(for instance, he joined the army at the age of 17 ).  

Scott was a Theater Arts major in college, and has since been 
involved with a variety of film and television projects. He truly is a 
unique talent and we hope you enjoy his work in 'The Diary'. 

G. Larry Butler 
Actor – “Red” 

Larry Butler, the male narrator of EDEN, has been an actor 
since 1984. He has over 20 films and almost as may TV 
appearances to his credit. He is known more internationally 
than domestically, in the U.S.A., working in films from Italy, 
Australia, and Egypt, to name a few. His most notable role to 
date is that of Al Purplewood (an evil Jackie Gleason type) in the 
wildly popular movie "DOUBLE D AVENGER". His audio work 
includes GPS (Global Positioning Satelites), HOLLYWOOD 
REMEMBERS, TACO BELL and SAM'S SONG (also by Softy Paw 
Productions). He was the voice of Phil.  

Visit his website at: www.glarrybutler.com  
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Crew List 
 
David Covarrubias              Director 

Foster V. Corder             Cinematographer 
Emile Haris             1

st

 Assistant Camera 

Jorge Hernandez               2nd

 Assistant Camera 

Emily McLean             1
st AD / Script Supervisor 

David Covarrubias              Producer 

Russ Emanuel             Producer 

Foster V. Corder             Co-Producer 

Chris Hanson             Co-Producer 

Alma Covarrubias               Exec. Producer 

Jeff Scott                          Stunt Coordinator 

Stephen Leclerc             Original Story 
Stephen Leclerc             Screenplay 
David Covarrubias              Screenplay 
Aaron Marshall             Original Score 

Russell Steagal            “Beer Drinking Song” 
Mickey McMullen               Sound Mixer 

David Covarrubias              Sound Design 
David Covarrubias              Editor 

Emile Haris             Post Visual Effects 

Chris Hanson             Set Designer 
David Covarrubias              Set Designer 
Julie Bossinger             Set Designer 
J. Kevin Stevens             Set Designer 
Chris Hanson             Special FX Supervisor 
Chris Hanson            Key Make-Up Artist  
Jesse Gee            Asst Make-up Artist 
Daniel N. Smith            Asst Make-Up Artist 
Dave Strebel            Asst Make-Up Artist 
 

 

Elizabeth Pan 
Actor – “Rosemary” 

Elizabeth has trained at the Royal National Theatre in London, 
American Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco and the 
Antaeus Academy, East West Players and A Noise Within in Los 
Angeles. She holds a B.A. in Mass Communications from UCLA. 
Some stage credits include Love's Fire at the Antaeus Company, 
Cymbeline at A Noise Within, Coriolanus at the Knightsbridge and 
All in the Timing at the Two Roads. Elizabeth also works in film, 

television, commercials and voiceovers. She is a company 
member at the Antaeus Academy, East West Players and 
Shakespeare and Friends. 

CAST 
 
John J. Zacchino  Jonathan 

Rachel Oliva  Heather 

Scott St. Blaze  Billy 

G. Larry Butler  Red 

Elizabeth Pan  Rosemary 

 

Dave Strebel  One Armed Zombie 

Daniel N. Smith  Leg Biting Zombie 

Mark Mareck  Bookcase Zombie 

Lisa Strebel  Girl Zombie #1  

Rebecca Manning Girl Zombie #2 

Sara Jane Kennicott Female Zombie #1 

Julie Bossinger   Female Zombie #2 

J. Kevin Stevens  Male Zombie #1 

Jesse Gee  Male Zombie #2 

Jeff Scott  Male Zombie #3 
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Production Notes 

 

"A treacherous drive to the location" 
Except for the basement scenes, The Diary was shot in a cabin in the San Bernardino 
Mountains. To reach the location, we needed to drive along a mountain cliff until we 

reached an altitude of over 5,000 above sea level. At that point we needed to drive 
down some very treacherous, narrow dirt roads for a few miles before reaching the 
isolated cabin. On the way up and down the mountain, we encountered severe 
rain/thunder storms, hail, and the most dense fog I have ever seen. Visibility could not 
have been more than 8-12 feet at best. For cast and crew alike, driving up a 3800 cliff 
was a much more frightening experience than the film itself. For me it was frightening 
because I knew it would be impossible to film any exterior shots under those extreme 
conditions...There was no sunlight and no way to see even a single tree in the 
background. The fog was impenetrable. I still think that some one must have prayed to 
the film gods because as soon as we arrived, the rain stopped, and the fog turned into 
a beautifully eerie haze, which was exactly what I was hoping for. We shot for four days 
under those conditions, and it wasn't until a couple of hours before we started the trip 
down the mountain that the impenetrable blanket of fog returned. We drove 
completely blind at a speed of 5 MPH all the way back to civilization.  

"Only Professional Zombies need apply!" 
Because of the nature of the film, we needed zombies and lots of them. We knew that 

it would be easy to find a bunch of teenagers who would jump at the chance to play a 
zombie in the film. The problem was finding dependable people who would not only 
show up and take the task seriously, but who had genuine acting skills and could pull of 
a believable performance. On top of that, wouldn't it be great if some of those same 
performers where also skilled make-up artists who could speed up the make-up 
process by applying each other's make-up. This would seem impossible to most, but 

our Special Effects Supervisor Chris Hanson knew just where to get them.... Salt Lake 
City, Utah! Rocky Point Haunted house, Probably the nations best most elaborate 
Halloween production is located in Salt Lake City, Utah. Dozens of talented performers 

gather there every year to put on an amazing show. Chris Hanson for many years had 
been the Make-up fx director there and had supervised the work of many local aspiring 
fx artists/performers. After placing a few calls, a group of professional zombie 

performers hopped in their cars and drove the 750 miles it took to get to Los Angeles. 
Their talents both as fx artists and actors along with the passion they had for the 
genre yielded excellent results and was a key factor in the success of the film, in 

particular, the basement scenes.  
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